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	Physical Therapist's Clinical Companion, 9781582550046 (1582550042), Springer, 2000

	This uniquely convenient reference offers important focus on motor dysfunction, hundreds of illustrations and easy-scan charts, patient-teaching points, and expert advice for unusual clinical situations, and women's health. Contents include general assessment, signs and symptoms, outcome measurement, diagnostic tests, rhythm strip interpretation, common disorders, traumatic injury, cardiac rehabilitation, therapeutic exercise, gait problems, wheelchair selection, common procedures, wound care, medications, a review of the Americans with Disabilities Act, English-Spanish words and phrases, selected references, and an index.
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Learning Windows Azure Mobile Services for Windows 8 and Windows Phone 8Packt Publishing, 2014

	A short, fast and focused guide to enhance your Windows 8 applications by leveraging the power of Windows Azure Mobile Services


	Overview

	
		Dive deep into Azure Mobile Services with a practical XAML-based case study game
	
		Enhance your applications with Push Notifications and Notifications...



		

Java Threads, Second EditionO'Reilly, 1999
This book is intended for programmers of all levels who need to learn to use threads within Java programs. The first few chapters of the book deal with the issues of threaded programming in Java, starting at a basic level: no assumption is made that the developer has had any experience in threaded programming. As the chapters progress, the material...

		

Corporate Hacking and Technology-Driven Crime: Social Dynamics and ImplicationsIGI Global, 2010


	This book takes a novel approach to the presentation and understanding of a controversial topic in

	modern-day society: hacking. The term hacker was originally used to denote positively-motivated individuals

	wanting to stretch the capabilities of computers and networks. In contrast, the term cracker was

	a later version of the term,...




	

Statistics for Linguistics with R: A Practical Introduction (Mouton Textbook)Walter de Gruyter, 2013

	This book is the revised and extended second edition of Statistics for Linguistics with R. The comprehensive revision includes new small sections on programming topics that facilitate statistical analysis, the addition of a variety of statistical functions readers can apply to their own data, and a revision of overview sections on statistical...


		

Climate Friendly Goods and Technologies in Asia: Opportunities for Trade (SpringerBriefs in Environmental Science)Springer, 2019

	
		This book investigates the potential trade opportunity of climate friendly goods and technology (CFGT) in Asia and South Asia region, and uses a case study of India to clarify India's position on global warming and efforts to mitigate climate change impacts regionally and globally. In four main sections, the book applies...



		

AutoCAD 2005 and AutoCAD LT 2005: No Experience RequiredSybex, 2004
AutoCAD 2005 and AutoCAD LT 2005: No Experience Required is your  step-by-step introduction to the latest versions of AutoCAD and AutoCAD LT, the  world’s leading customizable CAD software. Inside this perfectly-paced guide are  the clear-cut explanations and practical tutorials that you need to complete  even the most elaborate...
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